Using the Memory Album
The person with memory difficulties
may forget to look at the album
regularly. Try to encourage him to do
so in order to keep the memories
fresh. Leave the album out, for
example, in the living room so it is
always on hand. The album can be
a good focus of conversation for
visitors and especially for grandchildren. It can also be useful if the
person attends a day centre or is
admitted to hospital - it will help
staff understand the person better.
Talking Photo Album
Another idea is to try a talking
photo album. This allows a short
voice message to be recorded with
each picture. For example, daughter
Carol might record a message such as
‘This is me Carol on the beach in
Tenby. I was only 2. I remember it
was a very hot day’. Grandchildren
may enjoy creating a book like this
for a grandparent.

Helping the memory
with a Memory Album
or
‘This is your life diary’
How friends and family
can help
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Each of us holds within our memory a set of key facts about the important people,
places and events in our lives. These key facts are ‘collected’ in the mind over the
years. They form an internal ‘This is Your Life’ story. People with memory difficulties
may have trouble bringing back information from the story. Adding new memories to
the story, such as names of new grand-children, can be particularly difficult.

What is a Memory Album?
Just as a walking stick is an aid to walking, a memory album is an aid to memory. It is a
record, in words and pictures, of the important parts of a person’s life from the beginning
right through to the present day. As new life events occur they can be added to the album.
Browsing regularly through the album, can help keep the key facts of the person’s life story
fresh. This is a boost to the confidence and can help people feel more relaxed about
themselves and their memory.
A 6² by 4² photo album with plastic pockets for about 36 pictures makes an ideal memory
album. First slip a piece of paper 6² by 4² inside each pocket of the album. On some pages,
write about the person’s life. On other pages, use the piece of paper as a backing for
photographs, leaving room to write captions describing the photo. Try to start at the
beginning with facts about where the person was born and when. Continue right through to
the present day.
Sample pages for a memory album are shown here to give an idea of how it might look. You
can also include work, hobbies, friends, pets and so on. Remember to add new events such
as the birth of a new grand-child or a special wedding anniversary. Each photograph should
be described with enough information to allow someone who has never seen the
photograph to know who is in it, where it was taken and when. For example, the caption
‘Carol’ would be too limited. The caption ‘My daughter Carol on the beach in Tenby. Age 2
years’ would be about right. It reminds the person with memory problems that he has a
daughter who is called Carol and that when Carol was very small the family went on holiday
to Tenby. An added benefit of writing such detailed information is that it avoids frustration
when someone looking through the album asks who Carol is or where the photo was taken
and the person with memory problems has forgotten.

